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Present: Eric Dale (clerk), Eric Fleck, Ken Perkins, Dan Dyson, Susan Dawes, Dan Gray, Paul 

Cochrane, Jim McCann, Alex Falder 

Absent: Jen Lane 

Opening: Eric Dale opened the meeting having Dan Dyson pray for our time.  

Items on Agenda: 

1. Missions development fund – guidelines and application form 
2. India SBD –   

3. Responses to mission partner questionnaires 

4. Next steps following summer meetings with mission partners: 

a. Stouts 

b. Nepal 

c. Tanzania with Muhanji – Targeting March? 

d. Turkana – Linking with prayer partners 

5. Perspectives update 

 

Reports / Proceedings / News 

1.  India SBD planning: Since our last meeting, a group of committee members met together 

with Paul McCann to plan for this event. They concluded that seed money is needed (see MC 

3-17) along with proper encouragement and assessment/accountability. They have not 

talked with D.K. since the last meeting about their ideas or for setting a date. A long 

discussion on training needs, personnel to do the training and a date for the event. Current 

decisions on planning are in Actions.  

2. Eric Dale has received several responses to our partner questionnaire. He asked how the 

committee wanted to deal with these responses. After a short discussion we set out a plan 

so we can study these responses next meeting. 

3. The proposed changes for Guidelines and Application for use of the Missions Development 

Fund was considered. We got through the Guideline document and will consider the 

Application form next meeting. Eric Dale noted several points that should be added and 

invited all to help provide additions and corrections to this proposed application form.  

4. Eric Fleck gave an update on the Perspectives course to be held in Wabash. Volunteer help 

is needed for several jobs.  

5. A letter of thanks from Danny Goff and Isaac Peebles was read by Eric Dale. They expressed 

their gratitude for help in traveling to Kenya and the computer education work they did in 

conjunction with John Muhunji.  

Number 4 on the agenda was not considered.  

Actions 

MC 33 -17 - India Small Business Training – Three decisions regarding this training were 

made:  
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 The small group for this training will hold a Skype meeting with D.K. to review 

their ideas about seed money, savings groups and methods of sustaining the 

training internally as well as providing for accountability.  

 It was decided to not do a trip in 2017 but plan for a 2018 event – maybe in 

January to coincide with Eric Fleck’s trip to the region.  

 Consideration will be given to making a proposal for the 2018 Missions Budget 

for SBD so that funding this re-occurring activity can have regular financing.  

 

MC 34 -17 – Mission Partner Questionnaire Responses – Eric Dale asked how the 

committee wanted to handle the responses from the questionnaire. Eric will post all 

answers online so we can read them. He will also provide a criterion for analyzing 

them so that in our next meeting we will be able to discuss this feedback.  

 

MC 35 -17 Mission Development Fund –  The draft Guidelines for the use of this fund were 

adopted with one correction. The last sentence under the paragraph that starts with “The 

purpose…” will read, “missional outreach for initiatives where financial help is needed”.  

The intent of this change is to align the guidelines for assistance for WFC personnel for 

mission related trips and activities and limit the idea that this fund is for “projects”. The 

purpose of the fund is in its name “Development”. The enumerated points set out the 

general funding guidelines.  

 

Next Meeting will be on October 25 at 7 p.m. at the church.  

Respectfully Submitted 

Paul Cochrane 

 

 

 

 

 


